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The BaAh (ThCr&) rZl0 structure, MN& is not only the most populous of all known structure 
types, being adopted by some 408 phases, but is representative of a new group of metallurgically 
important structures that do not adhere to classifications of Cu-type close packings or tetrahedral close 
packings. The structure can be described by a square pyramidal framework of N and X atoms which by 
edge-sharing from slabs in (001) planes, the slabs being interconnected by X-X bonds along [OOl] (in 
perhaps 10% of the phases no [OOl] X-X bonds exist). This framework creates tetragonal hexagonal 
prismatic voids, that enclose the large M atoms. The average observed N-X and [OOl] X-X distances 
are interpreted in a model that shows that the framework, which is responsible for structural stability, 
accounts for almost all of the valency electrons provided by N and X. The M atoms (diameters 3.1 to 
5.1 hi) are accommodated in the voids of the framework according to the principles of geometrical 
packing, apparently without size restriction. In some cases M-N or M-X interactions are shown to 
control the variable a, c, and zx structural parameters, but they only very modestly intluence the N-X 
distances of the framework. Some comparison with the CurSb tP6 structure is made. 8 198s Academic 

Ress, Inc. 

1. Introduction 

(i) The BaAid Structure 

The BaAh tZl0 structure type, MNzXZ 
(also variously referred to as the ThCr& 
and CaAlzGaz types), is the most populous 
of all known structures, there being some 
400 phases attributed thereto (I). The 
structure is described in space group 141 
mmm with Ba (M) in 2(a) O,O,O; Al(I) (N) in 
4(d) 0,&i; and Al(2) (X) in 4(e) O,O,z with z 
= 0.380 (ideally z = 3)); a = 4.566, c = 
11.278 A. The three occupied site-sets lead 
to many ordered ternary phases with the 
structure. 

The large M atoms are surrounded by a 

dicapped tetragonal hexagonal prism of 18 
N and X atoms (see Fig. 5 below) and there 
are four possible equatorial connections to 
other M atoms which cap the four hexago- 
nal faces. The N atoms are surrounded by a 
tetrahedron of X atoms which is generally 
somewhat squashed in the [OOl] direction, 
and there also may be connections between 
N and M. The X atoms of the tetrahedra are 
always separated by distances greater than 
Dx, the diameter of the X atom. The X at- 
oms are surrounded by a square pyramid of 
4Nin(001)andoneXatomaIong[OO1].In 
addition there are generally also connec- 
tions between X and M. 

One method of determining convex coor- 
dination polyhedra of a structure is by the 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the Wirkungsbereiche about the M components for the YCu& YCoZB2, and 
TIC&Se2 phases. Indicated on the various faces are the atom that the face separates from the central M 
atom, and the area of the face. The calculations were carried out by the Potenzeben construction of 
(3). 

Dirichlet (2) construction of bisecting lines 
joining possible neighbors of an atom by 
planes normal to the line. The polyhedron 
enclosed by these planes (now called 
Wirkungsbereich) defines which atoms are 
neighbors and which are excluded (no 
planes in the polyhedron). For reference we 
show in Figs. 1 and 2 Wirkungsbereich 
about atoms in several phases with the 
BaA& structure. Of particular interest are 
those surrounding the M atom (correspond- 
ing to the tetragonal hexagonal prism, Fig. 
5, below), since this is a polyhedron now 
found in several structures, e.g., ThMn12 
fZ26, GasLaNk., rP16, and CesMg41 tZ92. It 
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FIG. 2. Wirkungsbereiche about the N and X compo- 
nents for the YCu& phase. That about the M compo- 
nent is shown in Fig. 1. Indicated on the various faces 
are the atom that the face separates from the central 
Cu or Si atom and the area of the face. The calcula- 
tions were carried out by the Potenzeben construction 
of (3). 

is also found in the CuzSb tP6, La#b tZ12, 
and Ca#b rZ12 structures with axial ratio 
c/a or c/2a less than about 1.80, where it 
contains two atoms displaced + and - from 
its center along [OOl]. 

Some eight different variants of the struc- 
ture can be defined depending on whether 
the most important interatomic distances (4 
M-M, 8-4 M-N, 8-4 M-X, 4 N-N, 4-4 
N-X, and 1 X-X along [OOl]) are longer or 
shorter than the appropriate radius sums, 
say, for CN12. However, we consider that 
only two of these lead to significant differ- 
ences in structure: the major group of 
phases in which the [OOl] X-X distances, 
dx-x, are less than the diameter of the X 
atom, 0, (X-X dumbells), and those in 
which this distance is anything up to 2 A or 
more, greater than Dx. 

The variety of atoms that have been re- 
ported variously to occupy the three sites in 
the BaAl2 structure is remarkable (Table I) 
and it portends reasons of stability and 
availability which do not depend per se on 
group, period, or valency electrons of the 
components, but rather on geometry. 

The BaA& structure, first determined by 
Andress and Albertini (4), has recently at- 
tracted attention. For example, ParthC et 
al. (5) have discussed structural aspects, 
particularly substitutional replacements, 
M,N,X, and relationships to other struc- 
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TABLE I 

TYPES OF ATOMS THAT OCCUPY THE M, N, AND X SITES OF THE BaAI, STRUCTURE 

M Site N Site X Site 

Alkali metals 

Alkaline earths 

A and B Group metals, 
e.g., SC, Y, Tl, Sb, Bi, 
Te 

Rare earths 

Transition metals 

Noble metals 

Short-Period elements 
B, Al, Si, P, S 

B Group elements, 
Ge, Sn, Pb, Se, Te, 
etc. 

B Group metals, 
Zn, Cd, etc. 

A Group metals, 
Mg, Al, Ga, In 

Actinides 

Actinides 
Nitrogen 

Transition metals 
Range of CN12 diameters, A 3.12-5.09 1.76-3.33 l.%-3.60 

tural types. Such relationships can be de- Kiseleva and Savitskii (6) have discussed 
rived formally as “splitted” variants from predictions of phases with the BaA& struc- 
space group subrelations as indicated in Ta- ture. Prediction criteria involve atomic and 
ble II that shows tetragonal variants of the (apparently) phase properties operated on 
structure which also have 10 atoms per cell. by computer. Contrary stability criteria so 

TABLE II 

THE rZl0 AND fPl0 “SPLICED” DERIVATIVES OF THE BaAl4 STRUCTURE 

6) Z4lmmm - Z4mm 
2(a) ooo -2(a) ooz(z = 0) 
4(d) 0 l/2 l/4 -4(b) 0 l/2 z(z - l/4) 

Examples 
Ba La 
Sn Si 

(ii) and (iii) Z4lmmm -------*P4/mmm b P4mm 
2(a) 000-l(a) 000 

-l(d) l/2 l/2 l/2 
*l(a) ooz 

-l(b) l/2 l/2 z 
4(d) 0 l/2 l/4- 4(J) 0 l/2 z-2(c) l/2 oz 

-2(c) l/2 oz 

2(h) l/2 l/2 z-l(b) l/2 l/2 z 
Al(b) l/2 l/2 z 

(iv) Z4immm - P4lnmm 
(origin at center 2/m) 

2(a) ooo-2(c) l/4 l/4 z(z - 3/4) 
4(6) 0 l/2 l/4 *2(a) 3/4 l/4 0 

--+-2(b) 314 l/4 l/2 
4(e) 00z -2(c) l/4 l/4 z(z - 318) 

\2(c) l/4 l/4 z(z - 118) 

Examples 

Ca La 
Be Ir 
Ge Si 
Be Ir 
Ge Si 
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obtained lead to the prediction that the 
phase concerned does not take the ThCr& 
structure. Results are shown for the silicon 
phases of alkaline earths, Y, Zr, Hf, rare 
earths, and actinides with transition metals, 
noble metals, and Zn. Most predictions are 
favorable and many of these are confirmed 
by observation. Nine unfavorable predic- 
tions can be counted, and there are a num- 
ber of cases where no prediction is made, 
which we do not understand. Of the nine 
unfavorable predictions, the authors note 
three confounded by reports of the phase 
with the ThCr& structure, and to these 
we add another case. If violation of unfa- 
vorable predictions is to be the test of the 
method, then the present record is 4: 9. 
Pearson and Villars (7) have discussed con- 
trol of cell dimensions in 10 almost com- 
plete series of phases MN&, with M = 
rare earth, N = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu, and 
X = Si or Ge, as further noted in Section 
2(i). 

(ii) Sphere Packings and Framework 
Descriptions of the Structure 

The structures of metals and intermetal- 
lit phases generally result from satisfaction 
of sphere packings. The Cu-type close 
packings and tetrahedral close packings are 
two examples of sphere packings long rec- 
ognized in important metallurgical struc- 
ture types. The BaA& structure and, e.g., 
the Cu$b tP6 and AsPdSTl tP7 types are 
examples of several structures now recog- 
nized as metallurgically important since 
they are adopted by 100 or more phases. 
However, such structures do not adhere to 
the classifications of close-packed or tetra- 
hedrally close-packed structures. They are 
examples of heterogeneous sphere pack- 
ings (atoms occupying two or more Wyck- 
off sites and having different diameters (8)) 
about which very little is known on a sys- 
tematic basis since the possibilities are 
boundless. In contrast all possible cases of 
homogeneous sphere packings (atoms on 

one Wyckoff site only) have been defined 
by Fischer (9-12) for the cubic and tetra- 
gonal classes. The difficulty does not result 
from recognizing the heterogeneous sphere 
packings involved in these structures of in- 
termetallic phases, but in demonstrating 
that the observed structure is more satisfac- 
tory for components of given sizes than 
some other structure, or indeed than the 
same structure with different axial ratios 
and values of variables atomic coordinates 
(see, e.g. (23)-phases with the MoSi* tZ6 
structure). 

TABLE III 

THREE POSSIBLE FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 
BaA& STRUCTURE, THE CELL BEING TAKEN IN AN 

F SEI-I-ING 

(a) 

(cl 

(a) t(1/2 0) l/4 l/4 [P&e 4r.+J + c] 
(b) b. .OO l/4 &[5py,] + F 
(c) F[. 18 dcthq,$ 

Explanatory Notes 

t(1/2 0) specifies the translation between one 
slab of tetrahedra and those above and below 
along [OOl]; 
l/4 l/4 specifies the origin of the lattice com- 
plex Pz; Pzz is the lattice complex which 
centers the tetrahedra of X atoms 
4t indicates the tetrahedra of X atoms and 
indicates their centering by N atoms; 4e indi- 
cates their connectivity by sharing 4 edges 
C is the symbol for the M atoms 
b. . indicates the relationship between the 
slabs of pyramids (orientation symmetry) 
00 l/4 specifies the origin of the lattice com- 
plex Pm, about which the square pyramids of 
N and X are located 
5py indicates the square pyramids of N and X 
atoms; 4e indicates their connectivity by shar- 
ing 4 edges 
F represents the M atoms 
F specifies the lattice complex about which the 
dicapped tetragonal hexagonal prisms are 
centered 
18 dcthr indicates the dicapped tetragonal 
hexagonal prisms of N and X atoms; . indi- 
cates the centering of these polyhedra by M 
atoms 
4 x 61 indicates the face sharing of the four 
hexagons forming the tetragonal prism faces 
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Framework descriptions of structures are 
basically an expression of sphere packings 
(8). Their derivation has its inception in the 
lattice complexes of the individual atomic 
sites of the structure. The lattice complex 
symbols for the atoms on the 2(u), 4(6), and 
4(e) sites of the BaA& structure are, respec- 
tively, F, Pi, and F& (14), which indicate 
that it is derived from the cubic Heusler 
alloy structure, AICuzMn cF16 (F, Pi, F’) 
in which the Mn atoms are replaced by a 
dumbbell of X-X atoms along [OOl]. How- 
ever, this formal relationship has little sig- 
nificance in relation to the framework de- 
scriptions that can be derived for the BaA& 
structure. The three obvious framework de- 
scriptions are given in Table III and illus- 
trated in Figs. 3 to 5. That based on slabs of 

I 

FIG. 3. The tetrahedral framework of X atoms in the 
BaAl., structure. The tetrahedra are centered by Nat- 
oms and form edge-sharing slabs in (001) planes that 
are interconnected by [Ool] X-X bonds. M sites are 
indicated by large black dots and N sites by small 
black dots. 

I I 
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FIG. 4. The square pyramid framework of N and X 
atoms in the BaAl, structure. The square pyramids 
form edge-sharing slabs in (001) planes that are inter- 
connected by [OOl] X-X bonds. M sites are indicated 
by black dots. 

X tetrahedra in (001) planes, centered by N 
and interconnected by X-X bonds along 
[OOl] ((a) in Table III) has little metallurgi- 
cal significance since the X-X distances 
along the edges of the tetrahedra considera- 
bly exceed Dx. That based on slabs of 
square pyramids in (001) planes that are 
formed by one X and four N atoms and in- 
terconnected by X-X bonds along [OOl] ((b) 
of Table III) is metallurgically important 
since the N and X atoms are almost invari- 
ably in close contact. This framework also 
creates the tetragonal hexagonal prismatic 
voids that enclose the M atoms, and which 
are the basis of the third framework de- 
scription ((c) of Table III). 

The square pyramidal framework of N 
and X atoms interconnected by [OOll X-X 
bonds constitutes a heterogeneous sphere 
packing. As discussed in the next section, 
the distance between the N and X atoms 
related, say, to the CN12 radius sums, ap- 
pears to display a remarkable constancy 
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FIG. 5. The tetragonal hexagonal prism framework 
of N and X atoms in the BaA14 structure. N and X sites 
are indicated and M sites are shown by black dots. 

when compared to the range of diameters of 
M atoms contained in its tetragonal hexago- 
nal prismatic voids (Table I). This suggests 
a particular role of the square pyramidal 
framework in accounting for the stability of 
the structure, that transcends the triviality 
that the N and X atoms comprise four-fifths 
of the atoms in the structure. Indeed, expe- 
rience shows that even in slightly complex 
structures, one cannot assume that the ma- 
jor component(s) will control the structure. 
For example, in the MgCu* cF24 structure, 
MN2, the cell dimensions may be controlled 
entirely by the minor (larger) component, 
M, only by the major component, N, or by 
both together, depending on the particular 
elements involved in the structure (15). In 
the ThZni7 hR19 structure, M2N1,, where 

the larger M atoms comprise less than 11% 
of the atoms, it is found that in arrays in the 
basal plane of the hexagonal cell, they 
strongly influence the a dimension, yet in 
arrays running along the [OOl] direction, 
they have virtually no influence on the c 
dimension of the cell (16). Such detailed 
differences in behavior would not be ex- 
pected on the assumption that the major 
component(s) alone necessarily control a 
structure. 

When discussing interatomic distances 
we generally refer to the CN12 diameters of 
atoms using radii determined from the ele- 
ments by Teatum et al. (27). 

2. Structural Stability and Availabiity 

The zx parameters of some 140 phases 
with the BaAI, structure have been deter- 
mined so that interatomic distances involv- 
ing the X atoms can be calculated.’ Such 
calculations reveal a notable constancy of 
the differences of the N-X distances, &,Y, 
and the appropriate radius sums, RN + RX. 
The observed distances for the 140 phases 
average 0.228 A shorter than the radius 
sums taken for CN12. No particular differ- 
ence in this shortening is noticed for phases 
in which the [OOl] X-X distances, &r, are 
less than &, or are considerably greater 
than Dx. For phases with &x < Dx, the 
observed [OOl] X-X distances average 
0.218 A less than Dx for CN12, although the 
individual distances are more variable than 
the N-X distances. 

Although it may be argued that con- 
stancy of the N-X distances relative to the 
radius sums is only to be expected since N 
and X comprise four-fifths of the atoms in 
the structure, it is nevertheless an impres- 
sive feature as seen on comparing the range 

1 Calculated with Pauling’s (18) equation R(1) - 
R($ = 0.3 log n, where n equals valency divided by 
coordination number. It should be stressed that these 
calculations refer to the average, not the individual 
behavior of the phases. 
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of RN + Rx values with the range of DJ, 
values found in the structure-particularly 
as the four N-X and one [OOl] X-X neigh- 
bor distances comprise the tetragonal hex- 
agonal prismatic voids that house the M at- 
oms. Compare LiCu2P2 and BaMgzGez, the 
z values and axial ratios of which, are very 
similar. For CN12, DM increases by 1.362 
A (DLi = 3.124 A, DBa = 4.486 A) whereas 
RN + RX increases by only 0.413 A (RcU + 
Rp = 2.558 A, RM, + RGe = 2.971 A). Nev- 
ertheless, the difference between RcU + RP 
- dc,,-p = 0.210 A and RM, + RGe - dMtie 
= 0.173 A is insignificant. In part, accom- 
modation of the large M atom is achieved 
by expansion of the [OOl] X-X distance, 
since Dp - dpep = 0.421 A for LiCu2P2 and 
DG~ - &ica = 0.055 A for BaMgzGea. 
Even when a different mechanism of ac- 
commodating the large Ba atom is apparent 
as in BaMnzSbz, since c/u is much larger, z 
is smaller and there are no [OOl] Sb-Sb 
bonds (Ds~ - dsHb = - 0.682 A>, RM, + 
Rsb - dMtib = 0.129 A has a value not 
greatly different to those of LiCu2P2 and 
BaMgzGez. 

(i) Phases in which [OOl] X-X Bonds 
Occur 

We shall now examine further the role of 
the square pyramidal framework in phases 
in which [OOl] X-X bonds occur. 

First we examine the shortening of the 
N-X and [OOl] X-X distances compared to 
the CN12 radii sums in relation to the num- 
ber of valency electrons provided by the N 
and X atoms. Here we take the 20 phases 
(that have [OOl] X-X bonds and the zx val- 
ues of which have been determined) which 
do not contain a transition metal, so that 
valencys Vx and VN, are known with cer- 
tainty. Since X is bonded to one X and four 
N if we assume VA5 electrons are used per 
X bond and vN/5 electrons per N bond, the 
calculated shortenings’ of the N-X and 
[OOl] X-X bonds relative to the CN12 ra- 
dius sums is 0.228 A, embarrassingly close 

to the observed average values of 0.228 and 
0.227 A, respectively, for the 20 phases. In 
this calculation the N-X bonds have the 
same strength whether the valencies of N 
and X are both three, or whether N is two 
and X is four. 

There are some 285 phases in which N is 
a transition metal and 41 of these with [OOl] 
X-X bonds and X of valency four have z 
values determined. For these phases the 
average shortening of the N-X and [OOl] X- 
X distances, compared to the CN12 radii 
sums is 0.240 and 0.162 A, respectively. 
Assuming (with Teatum et al. (27)) that the 
transition metals have six valency electrons 
in the structures from which their CN12 ra- 
dii were determined, these shortenings cor- 
respond to X using 0.62 electrons in the 
X-X bond and 3.38 in its N-X bonds, 
whereas the transition metals contribute 5.0 
electrons to the N-X bonds. 

These calculations provide one interpre- 
tation of the average interatomic distances 
in a number of phases. They indicate that 
the N and X atoms contribute most of their 
valency electrons to the N-X framework 
(and [OOl] X-X connections)-there are 
very few left for M-N and/or M-X interac- 
tions even though these distances may be 
close to or even closer than, the appropri- 
ate radius sums. 

This observation parallels the results of 
calculations, for individual phases, of the 
apparent number of valency electrons that 
would be required to satisfy the observed 
interatomic distances and which considera- 
bly exceed the number provided by the 
component atoms. Indeed, this is a situa- 
tion frequently observed in phases whose 
structures satisfy geometrical packings of 
the metallic atoms, rather than directed va- 
lency bondings per se (see, for example, 
Debray (19)). It also recalls the observation 
in Section l(i), where it was observed that 
the variety of components that could oc- 
cupy each of the three sites in the structure 
(Table I) portended geometrical packings. 
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Indeed here we see a hybrid structure 
where valency bonding controls the N-X 
framework and [OOl] X-X connections and 
geometrical packings involve accommoda- 
tion of the M atoms. 

First, the distinction we make here is not 
entirely “a straw man.” For example, in 
the Cu#b tP6 structure, the low near- 
neighbor coordination numbers in phases 
it4X2 and MX’X” with axial ratio c/a > 2.0 
suggest a structure dominated by valency 
bonding. Indeed, the apparent number of 
valency electrons required to account for 
the near-neighbor distances equals, within 
about one electron, the number provided by 
the component atoms. On the other hand in 
phases M’iWX with cla < 1.80 and contain- 
ing a large M atom, where features of geo- 
metrical packings are apparent, the appar- 
ent number of valency electrons required to 
account for the near-neighbor distances de- 
finitely exceeds those provided by the com- 
ponent atoms. 

Second, we examine the results of Pear- 
son and Villars (7) in the context of these 
observations. They found for 10 series of 
Mn2X2 phases (M = rare earth, N = Mn, 
Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu, X = Si or Ge) as M 
changed and N and X were held constant 
that: 

First, Rw + RN - dM-N = constant for the 
two series of Mn phases and RM + Rx - 
d,+.x = constant for the eight series of Fe, 
Co, Ni, and Cu phases indicating that the 
cell dimensions were controlled by M-N 
contacts in the first case and M-X contacts 
in the second. Second, RN + Rx - dhLx 
values for all ten series lay in a very narrow 
band as a function of Du, but the dNWx val- 
ues increased by about 0.1 A as Dw was 
increased by 0.28 A. The [OOl] dxex also 
increased with DM but generally at a slower 
rate than dNmx (in the Cu series dxbx de- 
creased). Thus we note (on the assumption 
that .zx is constant in each series) that there 
is a modest expansion of the N-X frame- 
work as M increases in size. 

Finally, it should be noted that Pearson 
and Villars (20) found generally that in 
phases where the M component was not a 
rare earth, the N-X contacts had a greater 
and the M-N and M-X contacts had a 
lesser influence on the variation of the cell 
dimensions in a series of phases as the M 
component changed and N and X remained 
the same. 

(ii) Phases in which there are no X-X 
Bonds along [OOl] 

Table IV lists 25 phases for which z val- 
ues are determined in which the [OOl] X-X 
distance definitely exceeds Dx for CN12. It 
is apparent from the table that no uniform 
conditions govern this phenomenon. For 
example, the M component may be a very 
large atom, but it may also be among the 
smallest M components known (Sb). The 
condition is found in many phases of bar- 

TABLE IV 

PHASES FOR WHICH z HAS BEEN DETERMINED AND 
FOR WHICH THE SEPARATION OF THE X ATOMS 
ALONG [OOll, dx-x, Is GREATER THAN Dx, THE 

DIAMETER OF X FOR CN12 

Phase 
Dx - dx-x 

LQ Phase 
Dx - dx-x 

& 

BaRhtBz -2.113 
LaCozB2 -0.594 
YCo2B2 -0.323 

SrAu& 
CaAuzSil 

(CeMn& . 
CeN12S12 
NdMn& 

(YCr& 
(ThCrzSi, 

-0.305 
-0.128 
-0.067) 
-0.229 
-0.127 
-0.020) 
-0.028) 

(BaMnzGez 
SrCozGez 
SrNizGe2 

(EuCuzGez 

-0.009) 
-0.159 
-0.091 
-0.010) 

SbNzThz -0.637 
BiNzTh2 -0.654 
TeNzTh2 -0.466 

BaMnzPz -1.175 
BaFe2Pz -1.283 
BaZnzP2 -1.125 

SrFesPz -0.874 
SrCozP* -0.865 
CaFezPz -0.150 

BaMnzAsI 
(SrNizAsZ 
KFeZAs2 
KRhzAsz 

BaMnzSbz 

TlCo& 
TlFe#e, 
T1Cu2Sez 

-0.%5 
-0.054) 
-1.309 
-1.100 

-0.682 

-1.415 
-1.204 
-1.111 
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ium. For example, in BaMnzSb:! with z = 
0.3659, the Sb-Sb distance is 0.682 A 
greater than &b for CN12, but there are 
also many phases of barium where it does 
not occur, for example, in BaMn& and 
BaAg#n2, both with z = 0.376, where the 
Sn-Sn distances are, respectively, 0.154 
and 0.275 A shorter than &,,Iv for CN12. 

The phenomenon does not seem to be 
very prevalent in phases of Si and Ge, and 
even if the [OOl] dxex distance exceeds Dx, 
it does so to a much smaller extent than in 
phases of P, As, Sb, S, and Se. Neverthe- 
less, for example, there are also several 
phases of phosphorus in which dpbp is nota- 
bly smaller than Dr. 

The breaking of the [OOl] X-X bonds has 
little influence on the N-X distances. For 
the phases listed in Table IV, the average 
shortening of the N-X distances relative to 
the radius sums for CN12 is 0.251 A com- 
pared to 0.228 A for all phases. Indeed, an 
increased shortening is to be expected since 
electrons not used in X-X bonds are availa- 
ble for N-X bonds. 

From these observations we see the N-X 
framework (and [OOl] X-X connections) es- 
tablished by valency bonding, which uses 
most of the electrons provided by the N and 
X atoms, as the feature that provides struc- 
tural stability. In creating also the tetra- 
gonal hexagonal prismatic voids it provides 
packing for the large M atoms, apparently 
without any size restrictions, accounting 
for the wide availability of the structure. 
Although the large number of adherents of 
the structure results in part from the multi- 
plicity of the rare earths and the transition 
metals, it is nevertheless noted that size re- 
strictions are found in structures adopted 
by rare earths (see, e.g., (21-23) of many 
possible references) and Group restrictions 
are found in structures formed by transition 
metals (see, e.g., (24, 25) of many possible 
references). The Ba structure is adopted 

by transition metals from the Cr to the Ni 
Group, apparently without this restriction. 

N-X distances relative to the radius 
sums may remain constant, or vary mod- 
estly while accommodating M atoms of var- 
ious sizes. This accommodation can be 
achieved by changing the height-to-base ra- 
tio of the square pyramids, by rather modest 
changes of the distances between the X at- 
oms along [OOl], or by eliminating the [OOl] 
X-X bonds-all by suitable adjustment of 
a, c, and z without greatly altering the aver- 
age N-X distances of the framework. Such 
adjustments may be controlled by specific 
interactions involving the M atoms (e.g., 
M-N, M-X) as in the phases studied in (7). 
Close M-M, M-N, or M-X distances that 
may be observed in phases with the struc- 
ture should be regarded as resulting from 
“geometrical packings,” rather than di- 
rected chemical bonding. 
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Note added in proof. In the first submission of this 
paper, the suggestion was made that measurement of 
electron transport and other physical properties, par- 
ticularly of single crystals, would indicate whether our 
model of the framework had any validity. Recently, 
such a paper has appeared (26). The authors con- 
cluded that TICu,Sel has one hole per formula unit at 
the top of the valency band which has predominantly 
Se 4p character. Expressing this result in terms of our 
calculations, we calculate a shortening of 0.278 A for 
the Cu-Se distance relative to Rti + Rsc for CN12. 
The observed shortening is 0.265 A. 
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